
Film Language in Citizen Kane 

1) For this recent set of film terms, provide clear examples (images and notes/annotations) from 

your assigned scene. 
 

Notes: 

a) You should be able to find all the terms appearing in your scene.  I have some suggestions (via 

asterisks) for what to include in your examples; they are just suggestions – you can choose how 

to explain/define the term in your scene.  
 

 

 

 

b) Begin with the terms that are the most obvious to you. 
 

c) Google Slides/PowerPoint might be a good way to present this (can add lots of boxes and 

arrows, etc.) 
 

d) Name your document “Film Portfolio – Film Language in Citizen Kane” ( you should all 

already have one document called “Film Portfolio – Shots and Angles”). And include your names 

at the top along with the name of the scene (use the name on the file or create your own). 
 

e) When you are done, share it with your group members & Ms. Bacon (bacone@issaquah.wednet.edu) 
 

f) You are doing this as a group.  Do NOT divvy-up the terms.    

  Talk, find, decide, organize, & do – TOGETHER.  

 
 

Aspect Ratio* 

Deep Focus** 

Depth of Field** 

Dolly/Tracking Shot*** 

Closed Framing** 

Open Framing** 

Jump Cut** 

Long Take** 

Match-Cut** 

Panning shot** 

Reverse-Angle Shot** 

Rule of Thirds** 

Tilt Shot** 

 

*  look it up and show a still frame with height and width indicated 

** show still and explain with arrows and text (may want to include more than one still for example) 

*** provide multiple stills: start and end point of example, and some stills of the progression, if helpful  

 

 

2) DUE IN CLASS:  A separate, but related task: As a group, you will need to choose a frame (a still 

image) from your scene that is a good one for analysis – and email it to Ms. Bacon BY THE END OF 

CLASS. 

 
a general example 


